Cradle Coast Campus

University Preparation Program (course code E0D)
This is a pre-university program for potential students, particularly adults, providing academic learning skills and the confidence and personal skills needed to succeed at University.

The University Preparation Program is run from the Cradle Coast campus but is offered statewide in flexible mode with academic support provided.

Faculty of Arts

Bachelor of Arts (course code R3A)
The Faculty of Arts offers first-year units from the following disciplines at the Cradle Coast Campus: English, Sociology, and History. Students can also study Geography and Environmental Studies and Psychology offered by the Faculty of Science and Engineering as part of the BA degree.

English, Sociology and History are also available by distance education.

Aboriginal Studies, Philosophy, Political Science and Public Policy are available by distance education only.

Students interested in a subject area not taught in the BA may take one subject (25% at level 100) from Science, Computing or Commerce as part of their BA and continue this subject to complete a major. (They should discuss the possibility with the Faculty adviser as restrictions apply.)

Note: Students wishing to complete a major outside the Faculty of Arts at the Cradle Coast Campus are restricted to Accounting, and Corporate Accountability.

Completing the Bachelor of Arts
Students take four different subject areas in their first year. In second and third year, they complete majors in two different disciplines. A limited number of second- and third-year subjects will be offered at the Cradle Coast Campus in 2004. However, students normally complete their degree by transferring to Launceston or Hobart, or by studying by distance education.

Students can also consult the Faculty of Arts website at for information on studying by distance, units offered, rules of the degree.

Bachelor of Tourism (course code R3J)
Students who are currently studying for another degree at the Cradle Coast Campus can transfer to the Bachelor of Tourism and apply for credit.

Students enrolled in other degree programs may take any of the core Tourism units as electives, subject to the rules of their degree course.

Faculty of Commerce

Bachelor of Commerce (course code C3C)
The core program of first-year Bachelor of Commerce units is available at the Cradle Coast Campus. Disciplines are offered by the Faculty’s Schools of Accounting and Finance, Economics, Information Systems and Management. The Accounting, Corporate Accountability and Business Management majors can be completed in their entirety at the Cradle Coast Campus.

Completing the Bachelor of Commerce
After completing first year at the Cradle Coast Campus, students selecting Finance, Management of Information Systems or Marketing must transfer to the Hobart campus, whilst Electronic Business, Entrepreneurship, Human Resource Management and Marketing & International Business are available in Hobart and Launceston. The Information Economy major is offered in Launceston. The Accounting, Corporate Accountability and Business Management majors are also available in Launceston and Hobart. The degree may be studied on a full- or part-time basis. For students electing to complete the Accounting and/or Corporate Accountability majors at the Cradle Coast Campus, second- and third-year study is undertaken part time. Subject to timetable constraints the Business Management major can usually be completed on a full-time basis. The Commerce degree with an Accounting major, a Corporate Accountability major or both of these majors allows a number of elective units to be studied. Students taking elective subjects through the Cradle Coast Campus can select units not previously studied from Commerce or units from Science, Computing, Arts and Open Learning Australia.

Bachelor of Information Systems (course code C3S)
The Bachelor of Information Systems may be studied on a full- or part-time basis with first year core units available at the Cradle Coast Campus. From time to time some second year units in the Bachelor of Information Systems are available at the Cradle Coast Campus. The remainder of the three-year degree program must be completed at either the Launceston or Hobart campus. The Electronic Business program is offered in Launceston and Hobart whilst the Management of Information Systems program is only available in Hobart. Students taking elective subjects through the Cradle Coast Campus can access units from Commerce, Science, Computing, and Arts (see Index of units at the Cradle Coast Campus page A-51).

Faculty of Education

Bachelor of Education (Early Childhood and Primary) (course code E3A)
The Faculty of Education offers the first two years of the Bachelor of Education (BEd) at the Cradle Coast Campus.

The first year of the BEd comprises 2 education subjects – Curriculum Studies 1 and Education Studies 1. Students are also required to enrol and participate in the School Experience unit. In the second year of the program students are required undertake Curriculum Studies 2A, Curriculum Studies 2B, Curriculum Studies 2C, Curriculum Studies 2D, and Education 2.

In addition to these units, students are required to enrol in 'liberal studies' undertaken in other faculties. These units represent 50% of a full-time student's first-year load, and 25% of a full time student's second year load.

Completing Bachelor of Education
The remaining two years of the BEd course are undertaken at the Launceston Campus.

Some liberal studies units are offered at second- and third-year level by distance education. These may therefore also be completed from the Cradle Coast Campus. Consideration should be given to the choice of liberal studies subjects in relation to the specialisations that are offered within the BEd degree.

The availability of the liberal studies units is subject to respective faculty requirements.

In general, they can be drawn from the full range of units offered at the Cradle Coast Campus.

Faculty of Law

The Faculty of Law offers the first year units LAW121 Introduction to Law and LAW122 Legal Systems to allow students the opportunity of a career path in Law.
After having passed the first year of an undergraduate degree in another Faculty (Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Music, Bachelor of Business, Bachelor of Economics, Bachelor of Information Systems, Bachelor of Computing or Bachelor of Science) including the units LAW121 Introduction to Law and LAW122 Legal Systems students are eligible to apply for entry to a Law degree.

In the second year of study students can either undertake a straight Law degree or a combined degree with Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Business, Bachelor of Economics, Bachelor of Information Systems, Bachelor of Computing or Bachelor of Science. The first year of these degrees may be studied at the Cradle Coast Campus with a limited range of units.

From second year a Law or Law combined degree can only be undertaken on the Hobart campus.

**Faculty of Science and Engineering and Technology**

The Faculty of Science, Engineering and Technology offers the Bachelor of Regional Resource Management at the Cradle Coast Campus. This is a 3-year (minimum) full-time or equivalent part-time course. The core of the course is aimed at a broad understanding of the critical role resource management – both human and natural – plays in a region, together with the acquisition of analytical and policy making skills under the auspices of a regional science approach. Students in the course will specialize in either Natural Resource Management or in Business Enterprise and Innovation but will have exposure to both areas. A distinctive feature of the program is the Workplace unit undertaken in the second year of the course. The program of study will provide linkages to vocational and professional skill needs within and outside the region.

The Faculty of Science, Engineering and Technology also offers a variety of first-year units at the Cradle Coast Campus. These units are offered by the Schools of Agricultural Science, Computing, Geography & Environmental Studies, Mathematics & Physics, and Psychology.

Students can study the first year of the Bachelor of Computing, Bachelor of Natural Environment and Wilderness Studies, Bachelor of Psychology, Bachelor of Science, or Associate Degree in Science at the Cradle Coast Campus. After completion of Year 1, students will then be able to transfer to Hobart or Launceston to complete the remainder of the course.

Students can also elect to study the first year of a number of combined degrees at the Cradle Coast Campus, including the:

- Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science;
- Bachelor of Business and Bachelor of Science;
- Bachelor of Business and Bachelor of Computing;
- Bachelor of Computing and Bachelor of Economics;
- Bachelor of Computing and Bachelor of Science; and
- Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Computing.

Bridging Units in Chemistry, Mathematics and Physics, which form part of the Science Enabling Course, are also available at the Cradle Coast Campus. The Chemistry and Mathematics Bridging Units are offered in the Summer semester; the Physics Bridging Unit is offered in Spring semester (with two days required in Hobart). For information on the Science Enabling Course and Bridging Units, see the course entry included in this handbook.

**Bachelor of Regional Resource Management (K3D)**

This new degree program, which will be available through to completion at the Cradle Coast Campus, will be offered for the first time in 2006.

**Bachelor of Science (S3G)**
Students can study the first year (100%) of the BSc at the Cradle Coast Campus. The first year of the course requires students to study three science cores (75% from Schedule B), while the remaining 25% can be made up from either a fourth science core or from units offered by either the Faculty of Science, Engineering & Technology or from other Faculties. The first year science cores available at the Cradle Coast Campus are in: Computer Science, Geography & Environmental Studies, Maths and Psychology.

Bachelor of Computing (S3F)
First year of the Bachelor of Computing consists of four compulsory Computing units (50% – Computing core units), two specified Computing electives (25%) and two specified Computing or non-Computing level 100 electives (25%).

Completing the Bachelor of Computing
Second and third year core Computing units must be undertaken in Hobart or Launceston. However, up to 50% of second year units and 25% of third year units may be studied from non-computing electives.

Most students move to Launceston to complete their degree. However it is possible to maximise the number of units undertaken at the Cradle Coast Campus in second and third year by selecting a major from another discipline.

Bachelor of Natural Environment & Wilderness Studies (S3T)
A number of first year units are available at the Cradle Coast Campus. Some of these units are also available by distance education. The foundation units for the Bachelor of Natural Environment & Wilderness Studies are KGA121 and KGA122 (25% of the first year). The student’s program of study must be carefully structured from the units available to enable articulation to Launceston or Hobart in second and third years. Students should, therefore, discuss their enrolment with the Degree Coordinator or a Faculty Officer.

Bachelor of Psychology (S3I)
Students can study the first year (100%) of the Bachelor of Psychology at the Cradle Coast Campus. The first year of the course requires students to study KHA101 Psychology 1A and KHA102 Psychology 1B (25% from Schedule A), while the remaining 75% must consist of elective units in at least two different subject areas selected from Schedule B.

Associate Degree in Science (S2G)
Students can complete the first year of the program at the Cradle Coast Campus and some units from the second year, depending on the choice of units.